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Monroe Endorsed by South Florida Sun Sentinel
Strongly Urges Republican Primary Voters To Select Peter Monroe
(Fort Lauderdale, FL)- Republican Senate Candidate Peter Monroe was
endorsed today by the South Florida Sun Sentinel, one of Florida’s
largest daily circulation newspapers.
Excerpts from the editorial follow:
•

“The South Florida Sun-Sentinel Editorial Board strongly urges
GOP voters to select real estate developer Peter Monroe as their
nominee.”

•

“He trumpets standard GOP themes, such as keeping taxes low,
reforming the tax system and reducing the size of government.
However, he also supports efforts to seek federal relief for the
insurance crisis and to ensure choice in Medicare programs.”

“I am pleased to receive the strong endorsement of the South Florida
Sun Sentinel. The editorial board understands the clear distinction
between me and the other candidates running in the GOP Senate
primary. Unlike my opponents, my policy positions go beyond simple
campaign rhetoric. My positions are very specific and address real
issues facing Florida, including our insurance crisis and federal
programs for our seniors,” stated Monroe
Monroe added, “The South Florida Sun Sentinel editorial board
recognizes that I will fight for Florida and am the very best choice for
Republicans this fall to take on Bill Nelson and his failed leadership in
the United States Senate.”
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Peter Monroe is a Republican candidate for United States Senator from
Florida. Mr. Monroe has served in the White House, as COO of the
Federal Housing Administration and most recently as the President and
CEO of the Resolution Trust Corporation Oversight Board, a $400
billion federal agency charged with the clean-up of Savings & Loans
during the 1990s. He is a graduate of Harvard Law School, holds a
Masters Degree from Oxford University and is a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Williams College, earning distinction as a Rhodes Scholar
Finalist.
For more information please visit Peter Monroe's website at:
www.MonroeForSenate.com
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